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Austria that in supporting Serbia too strongly she might
so arouse Serbian ambitions that Serbia would some day
"turn against Austria and talk of a Serbia Irredenta in the
Banat" of Hungary.24 It was not until many years after
Bismarck's dismissal that Austria began to pursue the more
aggressive and independent policy, which tended to pervert
the Austro-German Alliance from one which was defensive
in form to one which became offensive in fact. Criticism
snould not be directed against Bismarck, but against his
later successors—especially Billow and Bethmann—who
failed to follow sufficiently closely his conservative policy of
holding Austria in check.
It is also a mistake to imply, as so many writers do,
that Bismarck's choice of Austria in preference to Russia
in 1879 was final, and that the wire between Berlin and
St. Petersburg was permanently broken down. It was not."
Bismarck was only waiting for an opportunity to repair it*
He had by no means permanently turned his back upon
Russia. In allying with Austria he was only taking a step
which prudence for the moment counselled, but this did not
preclude another step later in the direction of Russia. The
opportunity for this soon came.
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Among Russia's diplomats there were two who did not
allow themselves to be blinded by indignation against Bis-
marck over the outcome of the Congress of Berlin. One of
these was Giers, who soon assumed virtual charge of Russian
foreign affairs in place of Gorchakov. The other was Peter
Saburov, who foresaw the probability of an Austro-German
alliance even before it was signed.25 In January, 1880,
Saburov came as Ambassador to Berlin, where he had many
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25 Cf. his interesting and friendly conversations with Bismarck at
jfcCssingen in July, 1879, in Krasnyi Arkhiv* I. 68-84,

